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NOV. 12 -Head of the Engineering
Department, Edwin P. Nye warned
that continuing separate develop-
ment of the educational fields of
science and humanities could pose
a "serious threat," tonight before
the Capital Area Educators in
Mather Dining Hall.
He then showed how Trinity was
attempting to bring the two areas
together through its engineering
program.
"The rapid increase in the rate
of discovery and compilation of the
physical world, especially during
the last half century, has strained
the structure of the educational
system and has gradually led to
..split...in the educational fabric.
A considerable number of thought-
ful people agree the split is real
and that it is a serious threat to
the durability of Western culture,"
he stated.
NYE, QUOTING Dr. J. Robert
Oppenheimer said, "We have lost
the ability to talk with one another,
to increase and enrich our common
culture and understanding." He
continued,"No institution of higher
learning . . . can ignore its obliga-
Five Vocal Groups
In TO' Saturday
NOV. 11 - Five collegiate singing
groups will appear at the third
annual "Button Down Sounds" con-
cert next Saturday, Nov. 17, at
7:45 in the Washington Room, r e -
ported S. Anders Yocom, member
of the Trinity Pipes, today.
Proceeds from the concert, spon-
sored by the Pipes, will be given
to the Fine Arts Center building
fund, Yocom said, in order to
give an impetus to the student
fund raising, campaign.
The concert proceeds for the
past two years have been given to
the Pipes' Scholarship Fund, he
said.
THE FIVE SINGING groups will
include the Widows from Wellesley,
the only women's group, the
Baker's Dozen from Yale, the
Krockadillos from Harvard, the
Pipes and Trinidads from Trinity.
The Widows and the Pipes are the
only groups returning from last
year 's "Button Down Sounds."
Only one female contingent was
invited this year because the male
groups have seemed to be more
popular, Yocom said.
Tickets for the concert will be
sold this week at $1.00 per person.
tion to do what it can to mend this
rift in the cultural (and educational
fabric)."
Nye said that Trinity in two
instances was trying to mend this
fabric. First by the incorporation
of the six basic requirements that
make students explore "both parts
of the culture." The second aspect
was that of the engineering
program.
Although at first it may seem
strange that an engineering de-
partment should be located at a
liberal arts college, he r e -
marked, "We submit that (on the
contract) that it is eminently
practical."
A liberal arts college is the
place where when engineering is
taught the gap between the fields
of the sciences and of the human-
ities can be closed, he said.
He explained, "the job of an
engineer is to put science to work.
In this action, he works closely'
with the scientist, but he must also
understand and deal with problems
in human relations and matters
of human needs He needs a
broad, comprehensive education if1
he is to be prepared properly to
fulfill this role in society."
Nye proceeded to explain how all
of this can be put into a four year
program. He said that there had to
be a compromise with time, "not
with quality." A four year program
in engineering incorporating
features of the basic curriculum
would leave certain areas of engin-
eering_out, he stated. Therefore a
fifth year was added to remedy
this defect
With the added year Nye noted that
there was an increase in the cost
of education. He asserted that this
extra cost was worth it. Looking at
the record; he said, "Graduates of
our five year program have been
admitted to some of the top
schools. . .including MIT, Colum-
bia . . . Our men have been able
to make fine records at these
schools. Our men have also been
able to go directly into industry. .
and to assume responsible work in
leading companies.
Nye said that there might be a
question of whether that fifth year
might not be more valuable study-
ing more engineering courses. He
said that views of graduates re -
fute that belief. They were glad
that they had the courses in the
humanities, he said.
THIRD TRINITY RALLY: Fullback John
Szumczyk barrels off guard to paydirf early
in the second period to give Bantams 18-0
lead. Trinity went on to eke out a 25-23 win
over previously unbeaten, untied Amherst.
(Brigham Photo)
Spirited Trin Eleven Stuns
Powerful Lord Jeffs, 25-23
by KEITH WATSON
NOV. 10-The lack of faith in pre-
game prognosticators that Coach
Dan Jessee expressed in his Fr i -
day speech at the student rally
proved well-founded here today as
twenty-point underdog Trinity up-
set Amherst 25-23 before a Home-
coming, puddle-jumping, and ra-
ther partisan crowd of 6000. The
game, played on the winners' mud-
dy gridiron, was the first loss for
the Lord Jeffs in seven decisions
and ruined their Lambert Cup
illusions.
It was truly an amazing contest,
rivaling many professional games
in tenor and excitement. No less
than 51 passes were thrown and 29
completed for 364 yards. The Ban-
tams' signal-caller Don Taylor
came into his own today, succeed-
ing in 16 of 24 attempts and coming
up with the clutch play time after
time during the afternoon.
It wasn't as if Amherst didn't put
up a fight. Trinity scored three
quick touchdowns and then hung on
for dear life as the determined
visitors came storming back to
within two points at the final gun.
Only the fact that they had used
all of their second-half time-outs
prevented the Lord Jeffs from
making the last minute longer than
the eternity it seemed.
TRINITY SCORED what proved
to be the winning points early in
the fourth quarter when reserve
end Bruce MacDougall came off
the bench to make a diving catch
of Taylor's nineteen yard toss,
(continued on Page 8)
Senate Urges Rally Spirit
Permeate Student Activities
Trin Student* To Tutor In Loeal Schools;
CODE Helps ¥MCA Leadership Programs
NOV. 12-IN AN EFFORT to
give two diversified groups contact
with each other and subsequently
educate and enlTghten both, a group
of students under the guise of
CODE (The Committee To Defend
Equality) have undertaken several
projects.
" These projects include tutoring
those from sub-culture groups by
college students, leadership of
recreation groups by students
under the auspices of YMCA, and
solicitation of a voluntary poll tax
to help aid registration of Negroes
in the South.
Students are asked to aid to tutor
for a few hours a week, according
to Bob Stuart. He is North Student
Movement (NSM) Executive Coor-
dinator, and vice-president of the'
campus branch of CODE. Such work
will either involve tutoring on an
individual basis or monitoring
study halls in a school or church.
Letters asking for help have
been sent to students of six colleges
in the Hartford area including
Trinity.
The person to be tutored is se-
lected by a principal who examines
records of pupils and sees who
needs help. This person will be
asked if he would like to receive
help from the college student. "He
is not obligated. Nothing is forced
in the program," remarked
Stuart
"Through the course of at least
a year the student and the tutee
will have a chance to reveal them-
selves. The college student will
be seen out of context The tutee
can see that the college boy is
not unnatural The college student
will, no doubt, be forced to change
his nebulous concept of the lower
cultured ethnic groups - to see that
they are vital beings," Stuart
asserted. "Thus other things
besides the transmission of
book knowledge will result," he
added.
Currently the plan is being worked
at the Weaver School in Hartford.
The plan also has been instituted
in Philadelphia with success, he
said.
In the same area of personal con-
tact, ten Trin men are under the
YMCA leading teen age groups one
night a week in various parts ofthe
city.
Stuart reports that the response
has been "very good" to the vol-
untary poll tax. In addition to work-
ing, at the polls last Tuesday to col-
lect money to help in registering
Negroes in the South, the Student
Nonviolent ' Coordinating Com-
mittee, another group working
(continued on Page 2)
NOV. 12 -- The Senate tonight
unanimously commended the or-
ganization of last Friday's pep
rally and urged that such spirit
be channeled into all undergradu-
ate activities.
The resolution by Sen. John With-
erington followed Sen. Harvey
Thomas' defeated motion urging
that the Senate no longer sponsor
off campus demonstrations pos-
sibly injurious to the college's
reputation.
Senator Thomas questioned the
necessity and advisibility of stu-
dent activities like the pep rally
going into the Hartford area.
"There is no need to go off cam-
pus for a successful rally,"Thomas
declared. "The Senate is assuming
undue responsibility in backing
such an activity."
Thomas' argument proceeded
from the possibility of futuretrou-
ble with such student activities.
"Only minor trouble might occur,
it is true, but rumors can arise
from almost insignificant sources.
The risk isn't worth the benefit."
Secretary Michael Anderson dis-
agreed, stating that only in the
Hartford march was real spirit
built up. In addition, possible trou-
ble was checked by the combined
supervision of the Hartford Pol-
ice, the Medusa and Cerberus.
"Dean Lacy and the city's Police
Department gave their consent,"
Anderson concluded. "We did not
assume total responsibility."
"Hartford enjoyed the rally,"Sen.
Charles Minifie added. "The psy-
chological impact upon the Stat-
ler-housed Amherst team, in ad-
dition, was probably extensive."
"The rally helped the team,"
Sen. Donald Taylor declared. Tay-
lor stressed, however, that the
same spirit evidenced for the ath-
letic contest should be carried in-
to all facets of campus life. Dean
Lacy echoed Taylor's point, re-
gistering a special plea for sup-
port for the basketball team.
In other business, the Senate
(continued on Page 2)
IFC Acts on Hazing,
Resolutions Passed
NOV. 12 — THE IFC PASSED
four resolutions which state what
the Council feels is destructive
hazing practices and what the pen-
alties will be for fraternities
practicing them by a vote of 6-1
tonight.
The four resolutions will be read
at the Wednesday night fraternity
meetings and plans are being made
for incorporating them into the
IFC Constitution and subsequent
publication into the Student Hand-
book.
A few provisions include those
to insure that the pledge will have
reasonable sleep, not be tnraeti
(continued on Page Z)
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NOV. 8 - Hopkins Center,
Dartmouth College's new
$7,500,000 building lor the crea-
tive and performing arts, was
dedicated at Hanover, N.H. today.
The structure consists of four
interrelated areas with interior
partitions made of glass enabling
passersby to view work in pro-
gress. The exterior is made of
brick, concrete, arched windows
and vaulted roofs.
New York's Governor Rocke-
feller, class of '30 and chairman
of the building committee, gave
the dedicatory address. Thebuild-
ing, he said, is a part of "the great
public awakening to the arts" that
is occurring in America today.
The building has three major
functions: To afford the students
of the college, practitioners as
well as observers and listerners,
a fuller experience in the arts;
to reveal the diverse, yet common,
position of the arts in the overall
field of human experience; and to
make Dartmouth the major center
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(continued from Page 1)
under CODE on the campus, has
sent requests to the various
churches and synagogues in the
Greater Hartford area. Ministers,
priests and rabbis have been asked
to make statements on behalf of the
movement.
Response to the drive on election
day ranged from benevolence to
malevolence. "In allnegro, Jewish,
and well integrated areas we re-
ceived many pledges of aid and sev-
eral names to solicit for contribu-
tions," said Bob Stuart. "In addi-
tion, we were asked to speak at
meetings of the Elks, Rotary, Ki-
wanis, and Clvitan Clubs," he said.
However, Stuart pointed out that
"tremendous .. opposition" was
voiced in white areas recently
integrated with Negroes. "These
statistics themselves show the
irrational nature of discrimin-
ation," he said.
. At one point the whole operation
almost ended in failure when the
Hartford police discovered the
groups were soliciting money at
the polls. However, a phone call
to Captain Garofolo (who. has a son
at Trinity) prevented students from
being jailed.
CODE was permitted to continue
distributing leaflets but further
solicitation was prohibited.
Senate.. .
voted to recognize and subsidize
AIESEC-US, Association Inter-
nationale des Estudiants en Sci-
ences Economiques et Commer-
ciales. AIESEC is an international
organization giving the business
orientated college student a chance
to apply his theoretical training to a
practical situation in a foreign
country, Marshall Blume ex-
plained.
Speaking for the group, Blume told
of AIESEC's traineeship. system
which would enable Trinity stu-
dents to work in foreign firms for
two to six months. "We expect
that a local chapter here could
give at least six Trinity under-
graduates a year an opportunity
to work in and learn about foreign
industry," Blume declared.
The group was recognized and
given $150.
Finally Extra-Curricular Affairs
Committeeman David Williams re-
ported that the college medical
office is adequate in all respects
except that of student aides. "The
aides should be given a Red Cross
training course^" Williams moved.
"Presently no such requirement
is needed."
The Senate unanimously approved
the motion.
- Letters To the Editor
LETTERS POLICY: The Tripod
makes every effort to publish the
letters it receives. Letters which
run over 500 words maybe subject
to editing because of space
requirements. Such editing is done
only with the approval of the writer.
(No letters published bythe Tripod
this semester have been edited.)
A letter may be published anony-;
mously providing a reason be given
and the editors know the identity of
the writer. The only restriction of
letters received by the Editorial
Board is of letters in "low" taste.
An Academic Rally? ,
To the Editor;
Academic apathy surrounds this
tampus. To stimulate intellectual'
vigor I propose that a prominent
student organization stage an-
annual rally to promote spirit and
enthusiasm for the ideals of a
liberal education. The rally could
be held at a time when student's
^oughts tend to turn towards aca-
demic problems, such as the Fri-
day of Wesleyan weekend.
The procession would initiate it-
self shortly before 10:00 PM as thef
student body regretfully departs
from the library. Progressing ta
the lawn of a fraternity known for
its intellectual prowess, the rally
would stop while members of the
Freshman-Sophomore Advisory
Council deliver their beloved an-
nual "How to Study" lectures. The
march on Hartford could then com-
mence.
Torches provided by the various'
departments and mechanical;
noisemakers provided by the stu- '
dents would help draw attention to
the prime exhibition of the rally;
the.fine vocabulary of Anglo-Saxon
physiological monosyllables which
are epitome of a successful Trinity
education.
No doubt, an event such as this
would serve hot only its ostensible,
purpose of promoting academic
Vigor and enthusiasm on campus,
but would also serve to project a
highly favorable image of the Trin-
ity student. Surely, we would be
widely envied and imitated by those
not fortunate enough to spend four




For Dictionary Of Bible
As one of 250 experts in the field
of religion, Theodor M. Mauch,
Associate Professor of religion,
has written 130 articles In the new
Interpreter's Dictionary of the
BlEIeT "~
Mauch, who had been working for
two years on the four volume dic-
tionary, said that he liked his def-
inition of "sojourner" above his
other articles. Other favorites of
his are "Aaron" and "respect of
persons."
Mauch asserted that the recently
published work has been in the pro-
cess of writing for ten years and
that it "marks a big step forward
in biblical studies."
THE RELIGION PROFESSOR
praised the book for a scholarly
approach which is fresh, legible,
and interesting to all persons.
"If anybody has any name, place,
or idea in the Bible, this gives him
the most recent research and dis-
coveries and thought," he ob-
served.
The interpreter's Dictionary of
the Bible defines and explains
every person named in the Bible
or Apocrypha, every town, region,
hill, stream, plant, animal, min-
eral, object used in daily life,
biblical doctrine and theological
concept
George A. Buttrick, editor of the
dictionary, has included also more
than 1,000 black-and-white illus-
trations, 32 pages of illustrations
in full color, and 24 pages of full-
color Westminister Maps.
I F C . . .
to suffer injurious physical acts,
and not be forced to bear ex-
cessive expenses during his pledge
period on the demands of abrother.
Violations are to be aired through
the usual IFC machinery with the
•addition that "any member of the.
college community may lodge a
complaint".
In the voting Psi Upsilon repre-
sentative Peter Haskill voted
against the resolutions. He said,
"as a whole the house is in favor
of it, but there are a few points
which we do not really agree with."
In other business the relation-
ship of the IFC In connection with
the committee formed by Wil Files
and Mike Hill concerning the stati-
AMONG OTHER contributors to
the effort are Theodor H. Gaster,
Samuel N. Kramer, Sigmund Mo-
winckeL James Mullenburg, Sam-
uel Terrien, Gerhard von Rad, and
Harvey K. McArthur, the last a
visiting lecturer at Trinity this
semester.
Mauch is now in the process of
writing a book on a new view of
man in the Bible.
Debaters
At Amherst
AMHERST, MASa, Nov. 11 - The
varsity debaters finished a week-
end of college tournament debate
here with six wins and four losses.
Debating on the topic, "the non-
Communist nations of the world -
should form an economic com-
munity" the Trinity team placed
in the top half of 27 colleges de-
bating.
Marymount College of Tarrytown,
New York, won the tournament
Scott Gregory, '64, and Thomas
Berger, '63, debated the affirm-
ative for Trinity. Robert Schwartz,
'64, and Bruce Frier, '64, handled
the negative side.
This was the second debate for
the varsity. Their first at Brown
resulted in a 4 wins-4 losses split
The novice debating team, com-
peting for the first time, had a 4
wins-6 losses record, including a
victory over the Wesleyan debat-
ing team.
Defending the affirmative were
George Kellner, '64, and Ronald
Worsley, '66, while the negative
position was upheld by Patrick
Duckworth, '66, and David Fos-
ter, '66.
stical survey of fraternity mem-
bers and their academic behavior
was clarified. The IFC Academic
.Committee will work with the out-
side committee aid them and make
use of their statistics, asserted
Vic Keen, IFC President
"Thfr IFC, however, will issue
its own findings," he said. "The
aim of the IFC academic Com-
mittee in these workings is to
seek those areas in which im-
provement can be and should be
made," Keen remarked.
FOR QUALITY ACCOMODATIONS
FOR THE WEEK-END IT'S THE
IAJCVVW
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SOLOISTS AND ACCOMPANISTS for
the performance of M.-A. Charpentier's Te
Deum in D Major are surrounded by members
of the Pine Major Junior College Glee Club.
In the first row, from left to right, are Rich-
; In Glad Adoration •
ard Conrad, tenor; Alice Dutcher, contralto;
Wilfred Files '63, tympani; Joseph Talone and
Ronald Kufic, D trumpet; Spring Fairbank,
soprano, and Ray Fennelle, bass.
Yale Prof essor
Philosophizes
Dr. George A. Schrader, Associ-
ate Professor in the Department
of Philosophy at Yale, will speak
at Alumni Lounge in the Mather
Student Center tomorrow, Novem-
ber 14, at 8 P. M.
This lecture, sponsored by the
Philosophy Club, is entitled: "Ex-
istence and the Problem of Mean-
ing".
Dr, Schrader received his A. B.
from Park College in 1939, his
B. D. from Yale in 1942. and
his Ph. D. from Yale in 1945.
He taught as an assistant pro-
fessor at Trinity University (Tex-
as) from 1944 to 1946 and at Col-
gate from 1946 to 1947.
He went to Yale in 1948 where
he has taught in the field of Ethics
and Metaphysics. He published an
article, "Norman Mailer and the
Despair of Defiance", in the Yale
Review in December, 1961.
The Philosophy Club meeting and




by ALFRED C. BURFEENTD
NOV. 11 - In a well-organized
and well-performed program, the
combined glee clubs of Trinity and
Pine Manor Junior colleges pre-
sented in the Chapel tonight ex-
amples of French religious music
of the 16th and 17th centuries, and
of the early 20th century.
Of the four -works performed by
the groups, the longest work,
Marc-Antoine Charpentier's Te
Deum in D Major, with its proud"
choruses, ornamented solo pass-
ages, and stately accompaniment,
was given a most exciting Ameri-
can premiere.
The Te Deum has its flaws as
well as its fine points. Although
Charpentier successfully managed
to maintain a lively and profound
score for the chorus and accom-
paniment, there are solo passages
which appear to be dull and unim-
aginative. Miraculously, though,
there emerge from the solo sec-
tions fragments of truly inspired
art. The four soloists in the per-
formance were able, at times, to
bring out the best in Charpentier.
The opening bass solo, sung by
Ray Fennelle, was one of these in-
stances. Mr. Fennelle has a vibrant
bass, perhaps too vibrant in com-
bination with the clearer tenor of
Richard Conrad, who sang the
pleasing solo, Te per orbem. Mr.
Conrad, of all the soloists, seemed
to have the best control of the orna-
ments which Charpentier placed in
his music.
The voices of Spring Fairbank,
soprano, and Alice Dutcher, con-
tralto, also added greatly to the
success of the performance.
In singing the choral parts of the
Te Deum both glee clubs paid strict
attention to the conductor, and
sharp attacks and releases, and
controlled crescendos and diminu-
endos were well-maintained.. The
sharp release at the end of the
work provided an astonishing and
powerful climax to an excellent
serviee~of religious music.
One of the most wonderful parts
of Charpentier's Te Deum is his
•stately and majestic accompani-
ment. For tonight's service, the
original string and woodwind
scores were reduced for the or-
gan, masterfully played by Trinity
junior James N. Grenhart. The
organ accompaniment, however,
would have been ineffective with-
out the addition of the trumpets in
D, played by Joseph Talone and
Ronald Kutic, and the thundering
tympani played by senior Wilfred
Files, all of which added to the
vigor of the Te Deum.
Of the other works performed,
Francis Poulenc's Litanies a la
Vierge Noire de Roe-amadour was
the only one in the program not
sung to a Latin text. The flowing
French vowel sounds in the piece,
aided by precise following of con-
ductor Edward Low by the Pine
Manor Club and by accompanist
Mary Kay Carlson, and comple-
mented by Poulenc's eerie
harmonics, produced an appealing
petition to the Virgin Mary.
The two works performed by the
Trinity club were the least suc-
cessful, due only to a lack of pre-
cision on attacks and releases. The
first work performed, Tibi Laus,
Tibi Gloria, by Orlandus Lassus,
failed for this reason, and the
second work, Languentibus in Pur -
gatorio, by Maurice Jaubert, was
more successful though still
lacking in precision.
The hymns for" the service were
well-chosen and in keeping with the
service. Although not of French
origin, both were fine examples of
.musically literate hymns.
The processional, "Praise to the
Lord," was a hymn'tune which is
first recorded in a German
Gesangbuch of 1665, approxi-
mately 30 years before the Te
Deum was composed. Its words,
too, are refined and appropriate
fqr a musical service ôf "glad
adoration."
The recessional, "For all the
saints," was sung to the powerful
20th century tune, Sine Nomine,
by Ralph Vaughan Williams, and
was singularly appropriate for a
service on Veterans Day.
Olney Stresses
Ideology Conflict
NOV. 11 -"The nature of conflict
is changing We are now fully
extended into a conflict of
ideologies," said Lt. Col. Richard
B. Olney in his Armistice Day
sermon in the Chapel today.
"We now face a new world ....We
are dealing „ . with unlimited dis-
tances and the yet unfathomed my-
steries of the universe. Times have
definitely changed, but our
American Ideals have not.
We ... are still dedicated to the
rights of liberty," Colonel Olney
said.
"We can, we must, we will defend
these rights with an untiring vigor
that will make our forebears as
proud of us - the living Americans -
as we are proud of them," he said.
COLONEL OLNEY looked "not
only at those men who have fallen
in battle, but also at those to whom
the fallen warriors have willed the
American Heritage."
5 Minutes From Trinity On Berlin Pike
IDEAL MOTEL
$5 SINGLE
TV IN EVERY BOOM
PHONE 666-3388 FOB RESERVATIONS
DMS Says:
® NOW is the ttme to make your air or rail reservations
for CHRISTMAS VACATION. Over 100 students have
already booked and those of you who have been
"patting it off," should call me as soon, as possible
in. order to avoid disappointment.
® The Special Christmas Vacation Trinity Jet flight
to Chicago and the West is completely sold out.
Space can now be offered! on a wait-list basis only.
• Now is the time to start thinking about your SPRING
VACATION travel plans. In about six weeks you
should have a definite idea in mind so that at least
tentative reservations can <be made.
9 For any and all travel arrangements please do not
hesitate to call:
David M. Shields
Davis-Jacobs Travel Service, Inc.
(Serving Trinity Students Since 1846)
242 TRUMBULL STREET
HARTFORD 3, CONN.
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EDITORIAL SECTION
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13,1962
How To Bury A Dead Horse
The recent Senate committee report
on s t u d e n t-facuity communications
brought back into focus th© examination
of a so-called "p r o b 1 e m" on campus,
namely, that not enough students are
taking advantage of the total education-
al facilities which are available on cam-
pus.
To some extent, this is true. But a
brief survey of professors' opinions on
the topic of student-faculty communica-
tion has shown that an inspired increase
of after-class togetherness m a y — if
zealously perpetrated — be a detriment
to our educational situation and destroy
the intellectual rapport which already
exists.
"Student-Faculty Communication" Is
such a nebulous term that it should be
narrowed down to a more precise defini-
tion. If it is to be increased, it is only
to be on an intellectual level. There is no
student on campus who could not benefit
from an occasional talk with one of his
professors. Professors, too, who are ad-
mittedly still learning, may benefit from
conversations, with their students.
Conversations, however, should be
closely correlated with the particular dis-
cipline of that professor. This field is
hardly as limited as it seems, and saves
the trouble of useless conversation ses-
sions which could have been put to bet-
ter use.
"Student-Faculty Communication"
should be of spontaneous origin. Our
brief survey showed a unanimous faculty
opinion on this point. Most felt that or-
ganized Meet-Your-Professor programs
i.e., cocktail or coffee hours, where an
essentially amorphous mass of profs are
thrown into a room with an equally am-
orphous mass of students, "are self-de-
feating." They tend to be "dull," "ridicul-
ous," or, as one professor said, "a men-
ace."
The danger in such affairs lies in
the fact that, without a specified field
of discussion which is of assured interest
to all parties, conversation usually is a
waste of time There is a tendency on the
part of students and faculty alike to use
these "hours" as an excuse to grab a few
free drinks.
The "communicatioii" which evolves
from these affairs tends to break down
the "certain barrier of objectivity which
is necessary for the teacher to evaluate
the student." Where the difference be-
tween business and pleasure is forgotten,
a Trinity education isn't worth beans.
Spontaneity gives a student-faculty
relationship its meaning and vitality. An
unexpected meeting on the Long Walk.
or in the cave, or a discussion in an office
— either by appointment or by chance
— promotes the best type of communica-
tion, where both parties have something
to say, and at least one has something to
learn.
Is there really a problem? The e-
ditor making the survey had, in one inter-
view, interrupted a .late session in phy-
sics with four or five students and a pro-
fessor. It was somewhat difficult to see
all who had been considered, but all were
willing — if not eager — to discuss the
topic.
Many had other students waiting to
see them.
This aspect of the interview indicat-
ed that the communications problem is a
problem in only a few instances.
As the Senate Committee r e p o r t
said, "the opportunity is here . . . and
it is up to each individual to make use
of it."
But it should not be overdone. We
do not want Trinity to become a place
where "everybody is running a r o u n d
bothering everyone else about every-
thing." "Just because we work together
doesn't mean that there should be etern-
al babbling. Communication for the sake
of communication is a waste of time."~
We hope that now we can close the
book of "eternal babbling" on the topic
of student-faculty communication. We
trust in the fact that people who want .
to talk can get together, and we hope
that everyone here will look on his fel-
low as a person: a person to learn from,
a person to teach, or both.
Boardman Hall
Architecturally, B o a r d m a n Hall
must come down. Practically, it should
remain.
This is a dilemma the administra-
tion may soon confront.
Trinity's development plans indicate
that Boardman Hall will be razed within
the next two years. These plans call for
the formation of a new quadrangle with
the completion of the Math-Physics
Building and the Fine Arts Center on
the south and east sections respectively.
Clearly, from an architectural stand-
point, Boardman cannot be allowed To
stand as the center of a quad composed
of modern, brick structures. Further-
more, we remember that Vice-president
Holland noted in his Evaluation Reply
speech of last spring that Boardmian
was built as a "temporary, makeshift"
measure — in 1899. Certainly, its raz-
ing will not be an aesthetic loss to the
Trinity campus.
Yet, for practical reasons, it may
be necessary that Boardman remain. For
example, where is the Biology depart-
ment to be housed before the construc-
tion of a hew Science Building — a plan
that is presently a nebulous concept at
best?
The key to the dilemma may lie in
the position of the Fine Arts Center.
Its proposed location — at the bottom
of a hill dotted with architecturally mecT-
iocre buildings — clearly does not give
the Center the dominance that we have
been assured it will deserve.
We believe that should the Admin-
istration decide that Boardman Hall
must stay, the Trustees must change
the proposed site of the Arts Center.
The best place would be on the spot
where Alumni Hall now stands. The
side of a steep hill in a semi-wooded area
away from other campus buildings gives
the architect the freedom for creativity
that he has heretofore been denied.
Perhaps, however, it is too late for
the Trustees to change the Center's lo-
cation. If so, the Administration can
draw only one logical conclusion from
their study: The "temporary structure
of 1899" must go.
Terrell Coital
By RON SPENCER
In May of 1954, the United States
Supreme Court declared se-
gregation of public schools un-
constitutional. The decision was a
fateful one, as it opened the flood-
gates of social revolution in the
South.
In the subsequent eight years,
the Southern Negro has pressed
steadily toward his full rights as
a citizen. Newspaper headlines
have screamed of demonstrations,
arrests and violence in cities such
as Jackson, Miss., Birmingham,
Atlanta, New Orleans, Little Rock
and, most recently, Oxford. The
movement for civil rights, des-
pite some temporary reverses, has
moved ahead like a juggernaut.
One of the most daring assertions
of equality came about a year ago,
in southwestern Georgia, in the
heart of the so-called "black belt,"
where the segregationist feels a
special need to keep the black man
subservient, since he often out-
numbers the white.
In September, 1961, workers for
the Student Non-Violent Co-
ordinating Committee (SNCC)
moved into Albany, Ga.,' a bustling i
commercial city of 50,000. Within
months the Albany Movement had
been born.
The students launched the Albany
Movement, but soon Negroes f»m
all segments of the commifitfb
were involved in it — lawy^
doctors, laborers, domestic,!
vants, clergymen.
W.G. Anderson a physician^'
came its president. Slater K
the only Negro lawyer inthe^i
took a salient role planning]
strategy. Anna Pearl Mattiu,
a $12-a-week domestic serva*
began organizing her
domestics in an informal >
to demand higher wages.
B. Welles, a clergyman with i
formal education, but a
common sense, exhorted his<
gregations to stand up £
white masters.
Slowly the movement,
mass arrests of its demons
began to inch forward. Gr
rights were won, and
Negro leaders realize they,fs
have a long way to go, theyT
optimistic about their ull
success.
* * *
As the movement became
established, SNCC began to
for new segreation barriers]
crash. It found them less than!






NOV. 12 - "The impetus in the
movement toward southern equal-
ity for the Negro with the white
must come from an outside force
or forces," said Ralph Allen, '64,
in an interview today. Allen spent
more than three months last sum-
mer working in Georgia for the
Student Non-violent Co-ordinating
Committee (SNCC).
"The southern whites, have no
sense of responsibility in elimina-
ting the caste system which now
exists," he said.
The great majority of whites in
Terrell County (where Allen spent
much of his time urging Negroes
to register for voting) are either
middle or upper-middle class
while the Negroes-remain share-
croppers, day laborers or domes-
tics, he said.
Whereas in many southern urban
areas, such as Albany, Negroes
are able to rise to positions of
wealth and influence within their
own communities, the rural Ne-
groes would be "run out of town .
should they attempt to become a
doctor or lawyer, even to serve
their own people," Allen pointed
out.
"In Terrell County, I saw only one
poor white, a gas station attendant,
and not a single white sharecrop-
per. The menial jobs in the largest
local factory, which makes peanut
butter, are given to the Negroes,
who are paid less than the mini-
mum wage rate, while the whites
have the better paying jobs, such
as foremen and truck drivers, "Al-
len continued.
"When I first began working in
Terrell County," he said, "the Ne-
groes, who had never had a white
man come into their homes, did
not know how to treat me. Some,
tried to hide. Most felt ill at ease.
But gradually I became part of
their community, living in their
homes with my fellow SNCC work-
ers and sharing their food.
"After my first arrest, the Ne-
groes realized more and more that
the SNCC movement was serious
and many united behind us. Then
they began to tell me what the un-
dercurrent of popular opinion in
the Negro community was, and we
were able for the first time to add '_
to that undercurrent
"There is a religious force behind
the movement that one can't heln
but feel, a religious force that is
active now," Allen said.
"The religion of the Negroes is a
combination of the desegregation-
alist's ideals of equality and the
older religious concepts. Such id-
eals, given to many Negroes by
groups such as SNCC, have given
the religious beliefs of those Ne-
groes a tangible root.
"These ideals offered them anew
way of lifethatwould begin immed-
iately, although all we could offer
them at first was misery," Allen
said.
The antagonism of the SNCC work
in Terrell. County has come fro
only a small minority of the tota
number of whites, according to
Allen. "The majority show no open
hatred of the desegregationist
movement, nor do they openly favor
it," he said.
"It is impossible to favor or work
for the movement half way if you're
a southern white," he said, "since
you will become ostracized by the
white community once you do aid
the Negro cause."
In some cities, such as Atlanta,
where, certain concessions have
been made to the Negroes agi-
tating for greater equality, the con-
servative Negro elements have ac-
cepted those partial gains. Eventu-
ally the Negroes in these areas
will demand, however, complete
equality, Allen believes.
In other areas of the south, where
desegregatlonists have not pene-
trated, there is widespread pes-
simism among the Negroes, Allen
said. "Places like Albany are in
another world as far as the^e
people are concerned," he pointed
out.
In the areas where the move-
ments have penetrated, he said,
there is an increasing optimism.
Many Negroes are realizing that
equality can exist, and it is tin1-"
realization, Allen concluded, that
liberates them from the deep-
seated thought, continually empha-
sized by the southern whites" th it
segration is r the only system
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ity Voter Registration
,-lan where cotton is still king,
i 1957, the registrar of voters
aTferrell was restrained by court
inter from preventing Negroes to
-egiSter. Yet by late 1961 only a
tvidful of Negroes were on the
voting lists.
EW reasons for the small
registration were several. The
court order allegedly had not been
Jfhfully obeyed. Fear played a
rol». Negroes feared for their
.lib* — even their lives — if they
proke with the white-enforced
tradition of disfranchisement. And
'pathy made its contribution; after
200 years of slavery and segrega-
on, registration was not even con-
dered by many local Negroes.
When SNCC moved into Terrell
ounty, it knew it faced as tough a
lislr as it had. experienced in three
pars of work In the South. It sent
i« i of its top organizers to set up
"egistration campaign — Charles
Mierrod and Charles Jones, both
\"pro Baptist ministers in their
Tly twenties.
liy early Summer of 1962, the
Terrell County movement was
mderway and plans for moving into
tjer surrounding counties were
beingformulated.
As Northern colleges recessed
for the Summer. SNCC was given
a sudden transfusion of manpower.
At this point, Trinity burst into
the news nationwide: Ralph Allen—
"a junior at Trinity College, in
Hartford, Conn.," countless news
dispatches read — was constantly
in.the headlines for his activities
inTerrelL
When Allen returned here to re-
sume his studies in September,
Jack Chatfield, his roommate of
the year before, moved into the
county to take up the effort. -
The challenges both men met were
gigantic — much greater than those
in Albany. The Albany Movement
faced legal difficulties from a
hostile community; in Terrell
County, a hostile community de-
pended not only on segregation
laws to enforce the status quo,
&ut also shotguns. As Chatfield
told this reporter during a visit
to Dawson, the Terrell County
seat, in early October: "In Albany
they arrested people in droves.
Here they shot into four homes."
On one occasion when night
riders struck, Chatfield was hit
in the left arm with two shot-gun
pellets.
Albany — several years ago
namea an "All-America city," as
Hartford is today — is too
civilized to allow wholesale vio-
lence to erupt in the streets. The
chief of police there, Laurie
Pritchett, was recently honored
in St. Louis by law enforcement
officers from across the nation
for his adept handling of police
problems during the Albany Move-
ment. Although the laws he en-
forced may have been highly
offensive to integrationists, it is
not to be denied he enforced them
well and maintained order, pre-
venting bloodshed.
To maintain order is essential
for Albany: a city growing as it
is cannot afford to frighten North-
ern industry away by allowing
anarchy in the streets. Law and
order becomes a function of econ-
omic growth.
In the rural counties, however,
the situation is entirely different.
Senator Richard Russell (D.,Ga.)
recently delayed the adjournment
of Congress by holding out for a'
Federal grant to build a peanut-
processing plant in Dawson. This
will be among the town's first
industries; but Dawson is still a
trading center to serve rednecks
on the surrounding farms.
Law enforcement for the county
in general is the responsibility
of Sheriff Z. T. Matthews, who
was quoted in the New York Times
in July as saying: "We want our
colored folks to go on living like
they have, for the last: hundred
years." Sheriff Matthews, and
especially his several deputies,
are intensely disliked by inte-
gration forces, who frequently
have asserted that no efforts are
made to prevent, or punish, vio-
lence by segregationists.
But violence is not the only pro-
blem student workers face. They
also have to contend with a Negro
community the majority of which
is at first unsympathetic to their
efforts. A hundred years of
slavery, followed by . a hundred
years of strict segregation, has
had a profound effect on the Terrell.
County Negro. Many of them —
because of fear, tradition and a
host of other causes — have been,
made to regard themselves as
inferior.
Southern segrationists have done
almost as good a job of brain-
washing as the most devious Or-
wellian tyrant They have subject-
ed the Negro for so long he has
come to regard himself as a new
species, "the nigger." This species
is as distinctly different from man
as is a mule. Students such as
Chatfield and Allen face the task
of convincing "the nigger" he is
,a man. Only then does he begin to
demand the rights which are his.
Other problems also plague the
student movement. A lack of funds
is not the least of them. When the
colleges reconvened in the Fall
SNCC was pressed by an acute
manpower shortage. Such a loosely
organized group as SNCC is bound
to run up against personality
clashes, and 'disagreements about
strategy. Yet, despite all these
problems progress is being made.
A hard core of local Negroes has
been recruited for the movement,
and a postal employee in Dawson
(he works under civil service and
cannot be fired) has been appointed
president of it. Gains are gradually
being made in enlarging the
registration rolls. Every Wednes-
day night a minimum of 40 Negroes
gather in a tent (the church where
they formally met fell victim to the
segregationist's torch) to hold what
is termed a "mass meeting."
Similar gains have been made in
nearby Lee County, and plans to
move into Baker County are about
ready.
The success achieved has re-
sulted from a variety of causes,
not all of which are entirely visible.
Entry of the FBI in the more fla-
grant cases of violence has helped
with the law enforcement problem,
although there is general agree-
ment among integration leaders
that the Federal agents could do
more than they have.
The students attack the problem
of "the nigger" in a variety of ways,
(continued on Page 6)
an outsider
Chatfield Pushes Activities
"We're going back into Sumter
County Thursday night. This may
have the worst sheriff in the state.
A guy called and said if we come,
he'll kill us."
That's the latest word from Jack
Chatfield, interviewed by phone
early Monday morning.
Chatfield, a junior here, is cur-
rently working as a field secre-
tary for the Student Non-Violent
Co-ordinating Committee (SNCC)
in southwestern Georgia. The civil
rights organization has been con-
centrating its efforts in Terrell and
Lee counties, but, Chatfield stat-
ed, the recent arrival, of three new
student workers from northern
colleges has made It possible to
extend activities into a third coun-
ty.
He said the first Sumter "mass
meeting" was held last Thursday,
with about 15 local Negroes turn-
ing out. This, the student asserted,
was not a bad attendance for the
first meeting.
Finances are currently SNCC's
biggest problem, Chatfield report-
ed. "Right now we're at our low-
est ebb."
He called for the donation of a
mimeograph machine, saying, "we
figure we could do a lot of damage,
with a southwestern Georgia news-
letter, writing financial sources
and so forth."
Local Negroes have taken a
salient role in keeping SNCC work-
ers fed during the financial crisis,
according to Chatfield. He said
Sunday night a Lee County farm
wife gave the students a bag of
sweet potatoes, and every week a
woman in Sasser (Terrell County)
provides a supply of eggs.
Contributions of food also have
come from Koinonia Farm, an
experiment in communal living
located in Sumter.
Jailed Again
Jack Chatfield, '64, was arrested
on a trespassing charge in
Bronwood, Terrell County, Ga.,
Oct. 27. He was incarcerated in the
county jail at Dawson, held for four
days and released on bond, Oct. 31.
At the time" of arrest, Chatfield
was canvassing Negroes in Bron-
wood for a voter registration cam-
paign sponsored by•the Student
Non-Violent Co-ordinating Com-
mittee (SNCC). Two co-workers
were also arrested on the same
charge.
• They allegedly trespassed at a
grocery store operated by Sam
West, a Negro. The building is
owned by a white man, Mr. Henry,
who swore out the warrant for the
arrests.
The arresting officer was county
deputy Dunaway. Carver Neblett,
one of those arrested, accused
Dunaway of "police brutality."
The student is currently free on
bond from a "trespassing" charge
incurred while working in. Bron-
wood (Terrell County). He will go
to trial the first Monday in Decem-
ber.
Asked about possible punishment-
if found guilty, Chatfield said he
has only one fear: he might be
given 30 days on the white chain-
gang, where fellow inmates hardly
could be expected to be sympathe-
tic to an "outside agitator."
Chatfield said the arrival of three
new workers had relieved the
pressing manpower shortage
somewhat, although more vol-
unteers are needed. The arrivals
include a white girl from New York
City, a Negro boy from Illinois
.and a white boy from Antioch
College.
The transportation situation in the
counties has improved also, the
student said. Saveral weeks ago
Chatfield wrote friends here that
the SNCC car was suffering
ieo'nstant ' mechanical failure; he
asked all efforts to obtain another
car from sympathetic sources in
Hartford.
But, he said, the car Ralph Allen
left behind in Terrell when he re-
turned to classes here has been
repaired, and is seeing constant
service. Allen's car, a large, black
mid-1950's model, has been dubbed
"the pig" by SNCC workers.
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{Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf, "The Many
Loves of Dobie GtHis", etc.)
COMMITTEES:
AN AGONIZING RE-APPRAISAL
To those of you who stay out of your student government
because you believe the committee system is just an excuse
for inaction, let me cite an example to prove that a committee,
properly led and directed, can be a great force for good.
Last week the Student Council met at the Duluth College
of Veterinary Medicine and Belles Lettres to discuss purchasing
a new doormat for the students union. It was, I assure you, a
desperate problem because Sherwin K. Sigafoos, janitor of the
students union, threatened flatly to quit unless a new doormat
was installed immediately. "I'm sick and tired of mopping that
dirty old floor," said Mr. Sigafoos, sobbing convulsively. (Mr.
Sigafoos, once a jolly outgoing sort, has been crying almost
steadily since the recent death of his pet wart hog who had
been his constant companion for 22 years. Actually, Mr. Sigafoos
is much better off without the wart hog, who tusked him
viciously at least once a day, but a companionship of 22 years
is, I suppose, not lightly relinquished. The college tried to give
Mr. Sigafoos a new wart hog—a frisky little fellow with floppy
ears and a waggly tail—but Mr. Sigafoos only turned his back
and cried the harder.)
But I digress. The Student Council met, discussed the door-
mat for eight or ten hours, and then referred it to a committee.
There were some who scoffed then and said nothing would
ever be heard of the doormat again, but they reckoned without
Invictus Millstone.
Invictus Millstone, chairman of the doormat committee,
was a man of action—lithe and lean and keen and, naturally, a
smoker of Marlboro Cigarettes. Why do I say "naturally"?
Because, dear friends, active men and women don't have time
to brood and bumble about their cigarettes. They need to be
certain. They must have perfect confidence that each time they
light up they will get the same gratifying flavor, the same
Selectrate filter, the same soft soft-pack, the same flip top
flip-top box. In brief, dear friends, they need to be sure it's
Marlboro—for if ever a smoke was true and trusty, it's Marlboro.
Get some soon. Get matches too, because true and trusty
though Marlboros are, your pleasure will be somewhat limited
unless you light them.
Well sir, Invictus Millstone chaired his doormat committee
with such vigor and dispatch that when the Student Council
met only one week later, he was able to rise and deliver the
following recommendations:
1. That the college build new schools of botany, hydraulic
engineering, tropical medicine, Indo-Germanic languages, and
millinery.
2. That the college drop football, put a roof on the stadium,
and turn it into a low-cost housing project for married students.
3. That the college raise faculty salaries by $5000 per year
across the board.
4. That the college secede from the United States.
5. That the question of a doormat for the students union
be referred to a subcommittee.
So let us hear no more defeatist talk about the committee
system. It can be made to work! <& I « B M « « shutman
You don't need a committee to tell you how good Marlboros
are. You just need yourself, a Marlboro, and a set of taste
buds. Buy some Marlboros soon at your favorite tobacco
counter. '
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Ready to go. Go, GO!
THE TRINITY TRIPOD TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13,1962
TRINITY CHEERLEADERS, piled into a
convertible with University of Hartford cheer-
leaders, prepare to lead the descent upon
Hartford. Several hundred students massed
THE CLEAN WHITE SOCK
He not only wears the clean white sock; he is "clean white sock." It's a kind of confi-
dence that comes from knowing the right thing to do; even if he decides not to.do
it. His clean white socks are by Adler. His girl is by his side, every bit as "clean white
sock* as he is. Naturally they don't always wear white socks, they just act like they do.
People who really swing are wearing the Adler S C shrink controlled wool sock.$1.OO.
THE ADIER COMPANY, CINCINNATI 14. OHIO •
Henry Miller
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T e l e p h o n e 5 2 5 - 2 1 3 9 . . " . • . -
Boardman Recommendations
. . . . . . . - . . . . , • _ - - . . . - • ^ •
Given To President Jacobs
through the City streets in the rally Friday
night which did much to fire the team to a
win over undefeated Amherst. Lights in the
background are torches carried by students.
(Roberts Photo)
NOV. 12 - The ad hoc Committee
on Boardman Hall submitted to
President Albert Jacobs earlythis
month a recommendation con-
cerning the future of that structure,
Dr. Norton Downs, committee
chairman, today reported.
A report from President Jacobs
office said that the recommend-
ations would be further studied
before being released to the public.
It is believed that the administra-
tion is considering renovating the
building In order that it might be
used 20 more years.
Plans announced in the Alumni
Magazine in November, 1961,
called for the destruction of
Boardman along with the demoli-
tion of Jarvis Laboratory.
The present site of these,
buildings, said the article, would
become part of a "South Campus"
quadrangle. The new Physics
Building and Fine Arts Center
would partially inclose the quad-
rangle, which will consist of pre-
dominately modern architecture.'
The original plans for the college,"
drawn by architect William
Burges, included a south quad-'
rangle of Gothic style.
The new quad, if the plans out-
lined by the article are carried
through, wili include Mather Hall,
Elton, Jones, the Math-Physics '
Building, Hallden Engineering
laboratory, and the Fine Arts
Center. It will be separated from
the old quad by Cook, €oodwin,
and the Chemistry Building.
Boardman was built in 1899 as a:
temporary structure. Today it
houses the Biology, Geology, Fine
Arts, and Psychology departments.
Before giving their report to
President Jacobs, Dr. Downs'
committee had studied since mid-
September possible alternative




many of which seem quite menial,
but produce striking results. The
handshake, calling the " Negro
"Mr.," maintaining social contact
between black and white — all of
these, strictly taboo in the etiquette
of segregation, play a large roll in
reawakening the Negro's sense of
dignity.
Religion is essential to the move-
ment As Jack Chatfield has said,
"without the churches, this move-
ment would be dead." Clergymen
have taken a large role supporting
the registration drive. Some- ob-
servers have reported that
ministers reluctant to go along
with the students find themselves
under pressure to relinquish their
pulpits.
The religion of the rural Negro is
a unique amalgam of Christian con-
cepts, especially suited to his
position of subservience. From the
pulpit, one hears heavy stress on
the "Moses-led-the-Jews-out-of-
bondage" theme, but this bit of
Old Testament preaching is mis-
leading insofar as it discounts the
terrific emphasis the Negro gives
to Jesus Christ as Saviour. In
effect, - Christ is substituted for
Moses in the Exodus.
A strong belief in the after-life
apparently provides the courage
many need to break with tradition
and face the violence of the white
man. One song frequently sung at
Mass meetings expresses it this
way; "Before I be a slave/l be
buried in my grave/and go home
to my Lord and be free."
Music in general has great im-
portance. Several commentators
have noted todays' "freedom
songs" play the same role in the
integration movement as work
songs played in the labor movement
in the I£t39's. Some say a Negro
reluctant to join the movement has
been frequently^converted through
exposure to the stirring songs of
the mass meeting.
Although optimism is prevalent
in Albany, the same cannot be re-
ported in the counties. Despite
some gains encouraging to student
leaders, no one believes the pro-
blem will even approach solution
for years.
What effect Federal actions at
the U. of Mississippi will have on
the Georgia situation is unknown.
It may drive the segregationists to
even stronger efforts to maintain
the status quo; it may impress on
them a sense of the inevitable.
Perhaps Washington will undertake
more extensive action in the
counties, speeding the integration .
process. More maneuvering in the
courts can open new avenues of
action.
No matter what the future de-
velopments are, it is certain that
dedicated and courageous men will
be needed to press the fight to
conclusion. For some it will
become a life's work. As Chatfield
has written, "To spend less than a
lifetime here is but a speck of dust
on your altruistic sleeve."
U. N. DISCUSSION .
Nov. 12 - Twenty-four members
of Professor Gastmann's Govern-
ment 201 class today participated
in a disarmament discussion with
two U. N. representatives at the
United Nations Building in New
York. '
The discussion was part of an all
day schedule which included a tour
of the U. N. , an address by a
spokesman for the U. S. mission,
: talks by Mr. Abraham Bergman
of the U.N. Political Affairs Office;
and Swedish representative. Orian
Bermar, and a.brief!stay at the
disarmament - discussions
taking place in the Ecomomic
Social Council.
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Bantams Surprise Amherst




(Continued, from Page 1)
MacDougall, who is smaller but"
faster than regular end Sam Win-
ner, was all alone in the end zone
when Taylor pitched the strike.
Amherst came right back on a.e
nine-play, 60-yard drive that was'
highlighted by a 40 yard pass
thrown from quarterback Mark
Hallam to halfback John North.
North, who accounted for nearly,
two-thirds of the visitors' 100
yards rushing, then plunged over'
from the three to bring his team
within a two point deficit
Amherst liad a chance to prevent
Trinity's third win in seven tries
when they forced the Bantams to
•kick with three minutes remaining.
But MacDougall, whose four punts
.'•••• today averaged nearly 40 yards, put
THE BLUE AND GOLD jogged onto Trinity Field with one one deep in Lord Jeff territory. The
intention on Saturday — to beat Amherst, Many factors played their visitors then used up most of the
part in the eventual win for the Bantams, but none was more important t ^ e remaining fighting out to mid-
than the team's determination « a determination which was fueled and'fiel{j w i , e r e Hallam's desperation
Little can be said to those of you who were at the game on Saturday. If
you knew anything at all about the grand sport of football, you must have
thrilled to the exceptional play of both Amherst and Trinity; for both
squads displayed the machinery of a well-trained and balanced eleven
and added a heaping portion of effort.
To most of us Seniors, who have by now seen Trinity in their gridiron
wars upwards of 20 times, the Amherst game was indeed the finest
performance put on by any Bantam squad over the past four campaigns.
This includes such exciting encounters as the 1959 heartbreaking 14-8
Joss t<* Tufts, when Roger LeClerc & Co. fell just two yards short of
posting an undeafeated season, the-I960 come-from-behind 22-22 tie
with arch rival Wesleyan, and the 14-6 upset of Tufts during the '61
season. . • .
fired by the enthusiasm of the student cheers.
Determination enabled Trinity to surprise the visitors'right from the
start, Before the Lord Jeffs could gather their forces, they found them-
selves on the very short end of a 19-0 count. Although certainly not
pre-planned, this was perhaps the most effective strategy the Bantams
could have employed in their role as underdog.
Determination also "proved the difference in the improved line play,
where Trin matched their stronger opponents blow for blow. It wasn't
any choice few, but everyone ganging up on-ball carriers and throwing
bruising blocks. Coach Jessee bolstered"his early season tackle-
weakness by shuffling Bill Avery, Fred Prillaman, Vin Fiordalis, and
Lou Huskins. on and off the field. Each bore his share of the load.
There was another quartet of workhorses at the end positions. Sam
Winner, George Guiliano, John Fenrich, and Bruce MacDougall all
contributed their best. The heart of the line found the 60-minute veterans.
Bill Fox and captain Mike Schulenberg, along with Bill Howland and Ziggy
Pabich bolstering the forward wall. . -~
Defensive determination held the Jeffs in check during the third
quarter after the Trinity offense found itself temporarily mired in the
mud. Time and time again, Amherst receivers had balls batted out of
their reach by smaller defenders. Terry Oulundson, Tom Calabrese,
and John.Wardlaw all played this meddling sport to the delight of Trinity
f a n s . " ' • - • ' " . " • • • " " . • ' . ' " . " • * • . - . ' " • ' . • ' • • ' • ' " ' •'
Attesting to Trin's determination, also, was the rapid reappearance
of injured players in the huddle. No sooner was a Bantam aided off the j
field then back in the lineup he, went. No one wanted to watch this one
from the sidelines— a further tribute to the team's couragel
Last but riot least, little Don Taylor's presence was felt immensely
on Saturday. Don, who seldom receives the pass protection essential to
the success of any quarterback, found- plenty of time to.spot his*
receivers. And instead of the short five or ten yards completions he
usually manages, he chucked. several longer gainers good for big
first clowns. Taylor's judgment was superb. He manipulated the Bantam
offense like an old master, mixing runs by Calabrese, Wardlaw,
Campbell, and John Szumczyk with his passing. Trinity's offense moved
against a stiff defense like it never moved before.
Undoubtedly, Friday night's rally, the band, and a large turnout for
the game - all adding to student spirit - were a new and pleasing sound ^ p A T
to the ears of our representatives on the field. Spirit did make a big
difference It is far easier for a team to keep driving - especially in
the mud and muck- when it has the full-fledged backing of its friends
and supporters.
:' Only one consolation can be offered to those of you who missed the
Amherst game, This Saturday we meet Wesleyan in Middletown. Come
along and see the season finale. A week ago there was little hope of
a winning season for the Bantams. Now Trinity stands 3-3-1, with
excellent prospects for a victory over Wesleyan. You can bet the
Cardinals will be out to dull the luster of that Amherst triumph. Only
once since 1954 have the Wesmen beaten Trin - and that only by the
slimmest of a 22-18 margin in '58. They'll also be trying to turn this
tide. Let's make sure they don't.
passes went for nought. , ...
The fact that Amherst was unable
to stop the clock by calling a time-
out reflected-on the sagacity of
Coach Jim Ostendarp rather than
the condition of his players. The
young mentor twice substituted at
the wrong time and hence necessi- •'.
tated earlier timeout calls. By the
jfinal minute Amherst 'had ~ used
their alloted five, and could only
watch helplessly as the Trinity',
stands gleefully counted off the
last 30 seconds.
AT THIS POINT AMHERST be-
gan to show that their Lambert
Cup rating was hardly a fluke. The
Lord Jeffs, having made only one
first down in the opening quarter,
marched 60 yards in nine plays in
a drive highlighted by Hallam's 35
yard pass to 6-feet-5-inches end
John Hayden at the eight.
Trinity only had the ball for two
plays before they fumbled at their
own 32 to put the visitors back into
the game. North, who was the re-
placement for the injured star,
Bill Julavits, carried the ball on
three consecutive carries to the
five. Here, Hayden made another
fine catch of a Hallam pass for
Amherst's second score. Fullback
Bob Santonelli then bucked for the
extra points to put the Jeffs only
four points down at the half.
The third quarter developed into a
defensive stalemate, the one scor-
ing.threat by Amherst being foiled
by an alert Bantam defensive back-
.field.: Things seemed bad for the
hometowners when Taylor's look-
in pass was intercepted at the Trln
34 shortly after the second half
\ IN THREE DRIVES OFF-TACK-
LE,«Nprth moved to the 24 but was
thrown back to the 29 on a fourth
attempt. 'At this Cpoint, Hallam
threw, three successive passes in-
complete and Trinity took over on
d o w n s : ; « , ; ; • - : . ','• •
Throughout the quarter, the Trin-
ity offense.-: was stopped cold, but
the booming punts of MacDougall
kept; the Bantams out of trouble.
But on the last play of the quarter,
end Carroll Hebbell made a diving
catch of Hallam's thirty yard aerial
at the Trin 27. Three passing at-
tempts were able to move the ball
to the 20; then on a fourth-and-
three situation an Amherst line-
man was caught off-side so that
Hallam was forced to throw a pass
that Calabrese broke up.
This was the game's turning point.
Taylor threw to Winner at the 40,
and Calabrese moved the ball ac-
ross mid-field with a run around
end. The sideline activities that
followed this effort resulted in a
15-yard personal foul penalty a-
gainst Amherst. On the next play,
Jessee's third end, John Fenrich,
grabbed a pass at the 20, and two
plays later his fourth end, Mac-
Dougall, brought home the decis-
ive tallies.
The attempt for the extra points
failed, but by this time no one
cared.
The victory was perhaps the most
satisfying since Trinity spoiled
Tufts' hope for an undefeated sea-
son and the Lambert Cup last year.
For Amherst it marked the second
time in two years that the Jeffs had
been denied the Cup just when it
seemed within reach.
The win was an especially sweet
one for Bruce MacDougalL Playing
for two seasons in the shadow of
stand-out end Sam Winner, he was
goat of the last game when his
punt was blocked and one play later
Coast Guard scored its tieing
points. His play today more than
made up for that misfortune.
McGdwn Leads Cross CountrymenTRINITY JUMPED OFF to a
three touchdown lead in^ the first .,. f
twenty minutes, u s t a g t w o l m h e ^
fumbles to good advantage.. ̂ End,;
George Guiliano fell on a-loose
ball at the visitors 35 on the third
play of the game to set up, the tifst',
re. On
ner
•orts of halfbacks Bill Campbell'and'
John.Szumczyk moved the ^all to
here Tom Galabrese!
end to paydirt. ":.'
-Trinity scored again the next time
they had the ball when Taylor threw
a ten yard pass to Campbell at the
36, and the fleet-footed junior fol-
lowed effective interference intc
the end zone. Again the rush for
The Bantams completed their
first half .scoring when Amherst
fumbled on their own 13 early in
the second period. Taylor passed to
Winner at the four, and then
handed off to Szumczyk for the
touchdown. Diethard Kolewe made
it 19-0 with a conversion kick, a
true Trinity rarity.
"WORCESTER, MASS., Nov. 10-
Tilnity's 1962 Cross Country rep-
resentatives continued to make
;%=~their ̂ presence felt in intercol-
~ ! iegiite competition today as they
defeated-both Amherst College and
Worcester Tech in a race held
• here.'
- "^Captain Mai McGawn ledtheBan-
',tarns to their fifth victory in six
-outings by completing the 3.95
mile course in the fine time of
21:37.2. Also collecting points for
the victors were Steve Borneman,
who finished third, Dave Bremer,
who took a sixth, Al Gardner
thirteenth, and Fred Martin four-
teenth. Trinity collected 38 points
to Amherst's 39 and Worcester's
43.
The harriers are at the New
Englands in Boston on Monday, then
wjll complete their season at home
against Central Connecticut on
Wednesday. Coach Bill Smith '56
is hoping that his team will contin-


























A POST MORTEM on that nasty letter from Tufts. .At first
glance'Northeastern's 9-6 win over the Jumbos makes titfs ^«e r look
J 2ZX22 linSfflRS SSf
which drove them to early season victories.
AS FOR that well-greased Lambert Cup, New England colleges
seem destined to go without for at least another year. Too bad . . . so sad.
CHESTER'S
BARKER SHOP








































NOV. 10 — Three athletic con-
tests scheduled for today against
Amherst had to be -cancelled
because of inclement wealhsr.con-
ditions. The freshman and varsity
soccer games as well as the fresh-
man football game were called off.
The freshman football season is
now over. The squad finished with
a disappointing record of one win'
as opposed to three losses.
The freshman soccer team has a
5-0 record with one game, against
Wesleyan, remaining on their
schedule. Efforts are now being
made to re-schedule the Amherst
game' for early this week.
The varsity soccer team has two
games remaining on their
schedule. They will play the Coast
Guard away on November 13, and
Wesleyan home on November 16.



































"Corner of Broad and Allen PL





Ham, Bacon or Sausage














BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI SAUCE $L10
HALf ROAST SPRING CHICKEN, VEGETABLES AND ROLLS 1.35
SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS -85
ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY, CRANBERRY SAUCE 1.40
OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR HAM SANDWICH AND VEGETABLES 1.10
BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE AND VEGETABLES l . «
FOR 60c MORE — SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP. DESSERT AND
COFFEE ARE SERVED WITH ABOVE
t r r "ITS' wA• SH-twehWw*sTrrrt
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Campbell Receives . . .
'J&*&**»J*
• . . And Score®
DAVID AND GOLIATH: Trinity defensive halfback,
John Wardlaw. battles 6'4" end John Hayden for pigskin
during Saturday's struggle, with the Lord Jeffs. Wardlaw
won, as did Trin. 25-23.
AND THE CHAPEL BILLS CHIMED: Trinity's victory was fash- Taylor, who competed l l r A # M . « * t ITC' J
ioned in larqe part by the pinpoint passing of senior quarterback, Don competed 16 of 24 aHempfs for 179 yards.
l ridel!
